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Challenges and Research Priorities of the Construction Industry
Initial Findings

Introduction

This report summarises work undertaken by Arup, on behalf of the MBE KTN, for the National Platform for
the Built Environment to identify challenges faced by the UK construction industry.
Identification of these challenges is the first step to inform strategic research priorities that the National
Platform will promote within the construction industry and research funding bodies such as research
councils, Technology Strategy Board and European funding programmes.

2

Context

This section sets out the context for research activity within UK construction industry. It briefly describes
construction industry characteristics, in particular those that hinder successful delivery of research within the
industry, relationships between the parties funding and delivering research, types of problems in the industry
that have a research element to their solution, and finally, the implication of this context for the UK
construction industry priorities.
The construction industry in the UK employs around 1.5 million people and, accounts for about 5-10% of
GDP. Approximately 50% of building work is generated from private clients, and 50% from central and
local government, so construction output inevitably fluctuates in accordance with economic and political
cycles. to the UK’s offshore location from mainland Europe has historically resulted in a relative absence of
overseas competition and a culture that does not perceive the imperative for change.
The construction industry covers a wide range of activities brought together by a common interest in
development of land and real estate. The sector comprises a variety of interests that include designers,
suppliers, contractors and clients (who can be industrial firms, commercial property developers and
government departments, each of which may have a varying degree of experience in procuring construction
projects ). The separation of activities of these parties results in the fragmented nature of the industry. In
addition, the supply chain itself is also fragmented, composed of a large number of small firms. This makes
the industry inert to any step changes.
The complex nature of procurement and uncertainty at the project outset regarding time, cost and quality of
the final product, low level of standardisation, inefficient and wasteful procurement, and adversarial working
relationships all result in the industry having a poor image. This has triggered a longstanding agenda for
modernisation and performance improvement. The curent economic climate reinforces this agenda and
requires a departure from the traditional model prevalent during more prosperous times where competitive
advantage in construction was developed through cost efficiency rather than through investment in
innovation.
The UK has ambition to remain a world leader in science, research and innovation. As such, research should
become embedded into procurement of major engineering projects. However, currently the construction
industry has low profitability, a culture of risk-aversion and a reluctance to innovate. It invests too little in
capital, R&D and training, and its record of formally recorded R&D as a proportion of output is poor by the
standards of other industries. Contributory factors include:


High level of uncertainty at conceptual stage involved in innovative projects: managing out this
uncertainty requires additional investment of time (and cost); availability of clear government
priorities and plans would enable industry to plan and invest in innovation.



Long project life cycle: it can take years before the team can learn from the performance of their
product. It is essential to find new ways of developing standards and guidance rapidly, to meet the
need for more rapid feedback from novel prototype to industry adoption.



Logistical challenges of construction make it harder to adopt new technologies: it is essential to
investigate why some innovations are slow to be taken up compared with other countries (e.g. CHP,
light rail) to better understand the barriers to adoption.
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Proccurement off research inn the constrruction induustry is also fragmented
d, as are thee sources of funding forr
this activity (seee Figure 1 below). Cu
urrent distribbution of reesearch fund
ding reinforc
rces narrow focus on
buillding processs and cost rather
r
than on construccted outcom
me (value off built enviroonment to economy
e
annd
sociiety). Such nnarrowly foocused R&D
D is unlikelyy to result in
n major ben
nefit to projeect-based in
ndustries suuch
as construction
c
n.

Figure 1 (source: ““The real budgget for research
h: an analysis oof current leveels of public funding for builtt environment research” CA
ABE)

Buillt environm
ment researchh coverage is currentlyy imbalanced, with focu
us on 'hard' topics (durability,
tech
hnologies, m
materials) raather than 'soft' topics ((value of spaces, interaction of peoople with bu
uildings, how
builldings are used), and reequires transsition from traditional areas of con
nventional m
materials reesearch to
new
wer fields looking at proocess, manaagement, pro
roductivity, value for money,
m
behaavioural aspects. The
construction inndustry needds a better understandin
u
ng of the ex
xtent and natture of its R
R&D activity
y, and to takke
an active
a
role inn setting itss R&D priorrities, basedd on strategiic analysis of
o the issuess faced by the
t sector.
R&D
D procurem
ment needs to
t be tailoreed to reflect the variouss motivation
ns for goverrnment supp
port (regulattor,
spon
nsor, client,, policy makker) and ressearch needss to be proccured on meerit, encouraaging centrees and networks
of excellence,
e
ddelivered byy multi-discciplinary teaams with mo
ore interchaange of peopple between
n industry and
a
acad
deme. This will enable exploration
n of which sscientific brreakthrough
hs and new ttechnologiees in
auto
omotive, aerrospace, maaterial scien
nce or IT maay result in breakthroug
gh applicatiion in the co
onstruction
secttor.
Dem
mand for coonstruction research
r
inv
volves solviing scientific, technicall, social, ecoonomic and
d environmeental
prob
blems of thrree kinds:




Problems w
where there is some deg
gree of preddictability ab
bout future trends and rrequiremen
nts
Problems w
where there is little pred
dictability, bbut where government
g
and industrry needs cap
pabilities too
respond quiickly to unfforeseen pro
oblems or evvents
Developmeent of new ideas and kn
nowledge
P
Page
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Desk study

The challenges for the construction industry have been identified through a desk study of recent construction
sector review reports and existing construction sector research roadmaps. The full list of references is
provided in Appendix A.
Key recent documents were reviewed in detail; others through an overview of executive summary and key
recommendations. In addition, we compared the identified challenges with main themes from existing
research roadmaps.
Some of the reviewed documents explicitly stated research topics or areas, which we highlighted where
applicable, but the focus of the review has been specifically on identifying challenges.

4

About the reviewed documents

Industry review reports
Construction industry review reports have different characteristics, sometimes overlapping, sometimes
distinct functions, that can be classified as follows:







Analysis of current situation in the industry, internal trends and need for change
Setting a vision / goals / objectives for the future of the industry
Analysis of constraints / barriers preventing change
Focus on opportunities, enablers and mechanisms for change
Analysis of external trends and drivers setting the wider context in which the industry operates
Implications of external trends and required response from the industry (or from other parties)

Research roadmaps
The roadmaps had the following functions:



Set out high level strategic priorities and needs
Identify gaps in knowledge

5

Definition and analysis of challenges

5.1

What is a ‘challenge’?

In this project we attempted to frame issues identified in the literature review in terms of challenges.
A dictionary definition of a “challenge” describes it as a “task or situation that tests someone’s abilities or
resources”, “demanding or difficult but stimulating undertaking”, “a call to engage in a competition”, or
“something that by its nature or character serves as a call to special effort”.

5.2

Types of issues

The issues identified in the literature review can be classified as:








trends
implications
responses
needs
constraints
enablers
visions
Page 3
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research toopics (more often than not,
n these ar
are not expliicitly stated))

Som
me of the revviewed documents exp
plain interdeependenciess between diifferent issuues, some fo
ocus only onn a
seleected issue. Functions of
o some issu
ues are overrlapping, forr example:





an ‘implicaation’ may have
h
the form
m of a ‘neeed’;
the ‘need’ m
may be for a new ‘enab
bler’;
the requiredd ‘response’ may be to carry out ‘rresearch’;
a ‘constrainnt’ may be lack
l
of undeerstanding oof a certain issue, hencee pointing to ‘research’.

In addition
a
the same issue can be re-p
phrased in ddifferent term
ms, for exam
mple:




Vision: effiiciency in construction
Response: iimprove effficiency of construction
c
n
Research: hhow to imprrove efficien
ncy of consstruction?

5.3
3

Frraming issues as ‘challen
nges’

In th
he light of tthe above, we
w chose to frame a ‘chhallenge’ ass:
“pra
actical needd specific too the constru
uction indusstry that ariises as an im
mplication oof general trends and
visio
ons, whose realisation may be hin
ndered due tto constrain
nts, and which requiress specific responses or
enab
blers”
Thee logic is deppicted in Fiigure 2 belo
ow:

Figure 2 Framing iissues as challeenges

P
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M
Method

6.1
1

Ou
utline ap
pproach
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F

Chaallenges werre identifiedd in line witth the abovee definition through a combination
c
n of top-dow
wn and bottoom
up approaches
a
explained inn Section 5.2.
5

Chaallenges werre then anallysed and lissted togetheer with the example
e
Reesponses andd Research topics (onlyy
listeed if expliciitly stated inn the review
wed documeents), cross-referenced to
t the literaature sources. (A full lisst of
crosss referencees is available in a spreaadsheet form
mat.)

6.1.1

Steep 1: iden
ntification
n of challeenges

Iden
ntification oof challengees has been through a ccombination
n of top-dow
wn and bottoom-up approaches.
In th
he top-downn approach (Figure 3),, challengess arise from a combinattion of varioous trends, visions
v
andd
constraints andd gives justiffication for why particuular challen
nges are imp
portant.
In th
he bottom-uup approachh (Figure 4)), challengees are listed loosely as they
t
arise frrom literatu
ure review, and
a
then
n categoriseed into groupps identified through toop-down ap
pproach.
Thee overall maapping of chhallenges is presented iin Figure 5..
Con
nstruction inndustry charracteristics are used as background
d informatio
on, and wheere relevantt, help
form
mulate challlenges relateed to achiev
ving a visionn.

6.1.2

Steep 2: anallysis of ch
hallenges

Anaalysis of chaallenges is included
i
in the remaindder of this report (Sectiion 7 onwarrds). Note th
hat in the
anallysis of challenges, imppact and urg
gency has nnot been assessed – thiss is part of th
the requirem
ments for ‘neext
step
ps’.

6.1.3

Neext steps

As a next step, the Challennges and Reesponses shoould be sub
bject to a wider consultaation with the
t industryy in
ordeer to prioritiise them acccording to their
t
level oof impact an
nd urgency. The consulltation should also sugggest
addiitional Respponses to thhose identifiied in the litterature reviiew, and correspondingg detailed Research
R
toppics.

P
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Top‐down approach
Construction
Industry
Characteristics

Trends
Trend

Trend

Sub‐trend

Challenge

Trend
Sub‐trend

Challenge

Characteristic

Vision

Characteristic

Sub‐trend

Challenge

Challenge

Challenge

Group 1

Group 2

Challenge

Group 3

Vision

Vision

Sub‐vision

Sub‐vision

Challenge

Vision

Challenge

Challenge

Group 4

Figure 3 Top down approach

Bottom‐up approach
Challenge

Group 2

Group 3
Challenge

Challenge

Challenge

Challenge

Challenge

Group 1
Challenge

Challenge

Group 4

Challenge
Challenge
Challenge

Challenge

Challenge

Figure 4 Bottom up approach
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EXAMPLE – Mind‐map for identification of challenges
Decreasing
biodiversity

Raising security
concerns

Soil degradation
and exploitation

Wars conflicts
terrorism

Environmental
degradation

Climate change
adaptation
Increasing re‐
use, re‐cycling
and efficient use
of materials
Increasing
amount of waste

Climate change
mitigation

Climate change

Trends

Changing
Demographics

Ageing
population
Changing family
and social
structure
Increasing
migration

Rapid
developments in
IT
New ways of
working / living
due to mobile
technology

Availability of
BIM

Increasing
urbanisation

Ability to
optimise
engineering
systems in
buildings

Population
growth

Ability to collect
real time data on
infrastructure
Increasing
demand for
electricity form
appliances

Resource
depletion

Recession

Built environment
that supports efficient
use of resources

For each of sub‐
trend challenges
related to
implication of that
trend to the
construction
industry will be
defined

External trends posing
challenges that
construction industry
will contribute to
solving

Globalisation

Commitment to
people

Construction drives
sustainable growth
and development

Construction
contributes to quality
of life agenda

This is a vision
for the
construction
industry

Transition to
low CO2
economy as
opportunity for
growth

Fossil fuel
depletion, rising
prices, security
concerns of
supply
Rising prices of
minerals and
materials

Attractiveness of
the UK for global
investors
Investment and
development in
foreign markets,
especially Asia
and Middle East

Client leadership

Example of cross‐
link between trends
and visions

Construction
Industry
Characteristics

Quality issues

Dropping
numbers of
engineering
students

Built environment
that supports
productivity

Lack of purpose,
mission, vision

Fragmentation of
disciplines

Fragmentation of
public sector
client base

Many small firms

Low levels of
standardisation
Low status and
bad reputation

Perception of
conflict between
sustainability
and cost

Research and
innovation integrated
into project delivery
Infrastructure that
supports economic
activity

Water shortage
and consumption
reduction targets

Relative
protection from
overseas
competition

Construction supports
competitive economy

BIM

Lack of visible
leadership

Construction industry
attracts skilled people

Construction industry
has high status and
good reputation

Vision
Collaborative,
integrated
procurement

Advances in
material
technology

Improved H&S

Skills to support
modernised industry
and build low‐CO2
economy

Contracts, insurances,
tender procedures
Public sector
deficit and
limited private
sector credit ‐
reduced funding
for construction
projects

For each of sub‐
vision challenges
related to
enablers will be
defined

Poor and
inconsistent
procurement
practices
Waste and
inefficiency

Construction delivers
whole‐life value
Good design, projects
fit for purpose,
resource efficient,
sustainable, resilient,
adaptable and
attractive
Outcome‐based
specifications and
clear performance
criteria
Design and
construction aligned
with operation and
asset management
Reduced overall cost
and increased
profitability
Elimination of waste
and inefficiency
Criteria for value
incorporated into
standards and
specifications

Figure 5 Mapping of challenges
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Summary of main themes

We have grouped and analysed the Challenges according to themes, each of which is examined in a separate
section of the report. The themes correspond somewhat to sub-trends and sub-visions (ref Figure 5).
Theme

Sub-themes

(1) Demographics

Ageing population
Changing family and social structures
Migration
Urbanisation and expansion of cities
Population growth

(2) Global Economy

Globalisation
Recession
Resource depletion

(3) Climate change adaptation

Higher average temperatures and heat waves
Rising sea levels
Flooding
Heavy prolonged rainfall
Droughts
High winds
Stability and moisture of soil

(4) Resilience, safety, security and hazards

Uncertainty of future requirements and conditions
Increasing reliance on infrastructure
Interdependencies of infrastructure networks
Ageing infrastructure in developing countries
Security and safety concerns
Complexity and variety of hazards

(5) Climate change
mitigation

Energy generation
and supply

Energy security
Decarbonisation of the power sector
Efficiency of energy distribution, use and recovery

Carbon in project
design

Carbon in project appraisal
Carbon in construction supply chain
Carbon reduction versus wider performance

Low carbon economy

Low carbon infrastructure
Low carbon buildings

(6) Wellbeing and value

(7) Industry

Cost versus value
Construction providing wellbeing and quality of life

Capability

Skills, reputation, leadership

Procurement

Modernisation, integration, collaboration, client

Performance

Quality, predictability, cost, productivity, efficiency

Page 8
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Theme 1: Demographics
Main Challenges

Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Demographics

Ageing
population

Changing
family and
social
structures

Migration

Increased demand for healthcare and
different forms of healthcare



Provide more hospitals and adapt design of houses to enable in-home care

Facilitate the needs of the elderly



Adapt built environment to meet the needs of an ageing population



Provide more housing at price which is affordable for buyers, commercially viable and contributes to
zero carbon targets, with maximum use of brownfield sites.



Identify the business and regulatory risks inhibiting free development of long-term private investment;
Identify marketing and other factors constraining optimum build-out rates on large sites



Need to adapt infrastructure to facilitate new ways of working / living: remote working, flexible
working and work-life balance, work-related and leisure mobility, and movement of goods and ideas



Develop communication networks that transmit information to all parts of the UK at high speed;



Adapt H&S practices to cater for migrant workers



Improve construction performance with respect to people issues, safety, heath in the built environment
and impacts on the wider community



Place requirement on house builders to play an active role in community management



Reduce environmental and man-made impacts of built environment and cities;



Improve construction performance in respect for people issues, safety, heath in buildings



Integrate thinking on human factors in the construction process and promote human-centred design



Align design and construction with operation and asset management



Provide resilient infrastructure enabling movement of goods and ideas in reliable ways



Methods for identification of critical infrastructure



Methods for analysis of systems inter-dependence



Maximise the potential of existing infrastructure assets, in particular road and rail networks, through
better management of existing assets and demand management;



Transform the capacity and connectivity of key urban and inter-urban rail networks.



Improve quality of data held in relation to economic infrastructure to assist development of a better
understanding of key drivers of infrastructure demand, usage and cost



Maximise efficiency of resource use through demand management and provision of energy and water
saving systems; develop innovative technologies including those that manage demand



Establish a more integrated understanding of water systems in order to optimise water supply,
treatment and distribution process;



Develop methods for long term water management planning that fully consider the uncertainties
related to climate and socio-economic change (real options, adaptive management)

Increasing demand for housing due to
growing number of smaller
households

Demand for infrastructure adequate to
changing patterns of economic and
social activity
Increasing migrant workforce

Create urban places ensuring social
cohesion

Urbanisation
and
expansion of
cities

Create buildings ensuring occupant
wellbeing

Increasing reliance on infrastructure
networks and growing demand for
reliable and just-in time services

Increased demand for infrastructure
causing increasing intensity of usage
of existing networks and congestion
Population
growth
Increased demand for and use of
resources (energy, water) and
growing importance of biofuels
versus food production dilemma
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Theme 2: Global Economy
Main Challenges

Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Global Economy

Support global competitiveness
of UK economy and attract to
the UK investment related to
R&D intensive projects

Globalisation

Compete for work in BRIC
countries during period of
slowdown in construction
market in Europe

Compete with overseas
construction and
manufacturing firms on the UK
market

Growing investment from
foreign clients

Decrease in construction
investment and output:
in public sector due to budget
deficit and government
spending cuts
in private sector due to limited
credit
shrinking working-age
population constraining
economic growth

Recession
Availability of funding for
transition to low-CO2
economy, cost of low-CO2
buildings and low-CO2
technologies

Long period of recovery from
recession and uncertainty of
future workload due to project
delays and cancellations
Tendency to abandon
partnering in favour of lowest
price tenders

Rising prices of minerals and
construction materials

Resource
depletion and
environmental
degradation

Insecurity of fossil fuel supply
and energy generation; volatile
energy costs
Environmental cost of
construction
Provide built environment that
supports efficient use of
resources



Maintain and provide high quality infrastructure that supports economic activity and matches up to heavy
investment in infrastructure in developing countries (remove transport bottlenecks; make better use of
existing assets e.g. motorway management schemes; managing airport capacity and improving passenger
experience; development of ports to handle increasing traffic)



Provide best superfast broadband in Europe to support business productivity and growth through more
efficient ways of working, exchange of information with suppliers and customers



Use infrastructure investment programme to rebalance economy across all regions, e.g. through development
of strategic rail network; improve journey times on key inter-urban routes, high speed rail



Understand construction markets and construction practices in developing countries



Offer services and skills applicable to problems in overseas markets



Understand implications of construction productivity for international competitiveness



Reduce cost and improve quality of construction



Embrace new technologies (materials, IT, off site manufacture) as key to UK competitiveness



Improve innovation within supply chain



Consolidation of firms into multicultural enterprises;



Reconcile internationalisation of production ownership and use of buildings with meeting local needs and
satisfying end users



Identify and use new ways of funding construction projects



Build more for less - reduce cost of construction and provide better value for money



Save costs through product and process innovation, and economies of scale;



Identify opportunities for cost reduction through standardisation



Improve cooperation between public and private sectors



Attract greater private investment to fill public deficit gaps



Smarter use of public funding, improving private sector investment models, encourage new sources of private
capital and address the regulatory failures that stand in the way of greater private sector investment



New hierarchy of infrastructure investment: maintenance and smarter use of assets; targeted action to tackle
network stress points and network development; delivering transformational large-scale project that are part
of clear long-term strategy



Ensure that infrastructure investment, in particular in maintenance of ageing assets, achieves affordable mix
of public and private sector funding



Government to implement a package of incentives



Investigate the scope for funding transition to low-CO2 economy from savings in energy bills



Provide small-scale renewable systems that are cheap relative to the return they provide



Produce on/in house renewable energy generation solutions at similar cost to existing heating technology.



Use development of low-CO2 economy as an opportunity for growth



Sell low-CO2 construction and sustainability skills overseas



Large-scale production enabled by clear government strategy and market demand for marginal solutions to
become viable. Government to implement package of incentives such as Green Deal



Government to reduce volatility and uncertainty in workflow and funding, publish forward programme of
works



Improve clarity of the complex institutional landscape, responsibilities and spending



Initiatives to combat adversarial culture (e.g. participation in low margin jobs and earning profits through
claims) and encourage partnering



Eliminate construction waste



Use materials efficiently to reduce amount of waste produced



Maximise re-use and recycling; improve understanding of design for re-use and recycling



Recover energy from residual waste especially rare elements and metals; landfill used as a last resort



Develop capability for a cultural shift to consider everything as commodity rather than waste



Change in energy generation and energy infrastructure



Provide infrastructure for renewable and nuclear energy generation



Sustainability agenda



Protection of biodiversity



Energy efficient buildings; infrastructure systems influencing better consumer behaviour patterns
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Theme 3: Climate change adaptation
Main Challenges

Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Climate change adaptation

Risk of overheating in
buildings from increased
temperatures
Higher
average
temperatures
and heat
waves
Urban heat island effect
exacerbating high
temperatures

Rising sea
levels

Flooding

Heavy
prolonged
rainfall

Droughts

Increased risk of inundation
from the rising sea levels and
coastal erosion

Increased risk of flooding
from rivers

Increased risk of flooding
from excessive surface runoff
in built-up areas ('soil
sealing') during wetter winters

Increased risk of droughts and
water supply constraints
during drier summers

High winds

Extreme weather conditions
causing increased damage

Stability and
moisture of
soil

Soil heave and subsidence
increasing ground movements
and destabilisation of
buildings and infrastructure



Understand the potential impact and likelihood of overheating in buildings;



Design new and retrofit existing buildings to protect occupants from high levels of thermal discomfort or
heat stress



Adaptable design for subsequent retrofit; use standardised interfaces and protocols to make subsequent
retrofit practicable;



Energy efficiency measures for buildings



Modelling of overheating and cooling; sophisticated modelling and integration of climate projections into
both urban and building design; availability of weather data projections for building design



Innovative planning and urban design /redesign of cities and provision of green infrastructure (green roofs,
develop networks of open space, woodlands, parks and other natural areas) to mitigate urban heat island
effect and to provide access to shaded outdoor spaces;



Understanding microclimatic impacts on built environment; tools to model and interpret the impact of local
climate in urban areas;



Understanding the impact of urban heat island effect on energy demand



Innovative use of underground space



Prevent unnecessary new development in areas at high risk



Reduce threat of coastal erosion through flood defences



Develop long term plans to manage coastal protection; dilemma of protecting the current development
versus letting nature take its course



Flood risk assessment and modelling; vulnerability mapping;



Prevent unnecessary new development in areas at high risk



Develop long term plans to manage the risks of flooding



Provide flood defences and limit risk in flood-prone areas for critical infrastructure such as electricity substations



Upgrade drainage systems for transport infrastructure



Improve water resistance of building design to protect water entry points: air brick covers, door guards, nonreturn valves in drains preventing sewage backing up into buildings; water resistant materials



Manage waste water and surface water run-off to protect public health



Re-design cities with better landscape and surface design (permeable surfaces) to collect storm water;
provide 'green infrastructure'



Provide appropriate drainage / sewerage



Design new developments to include measures improving surface runoff; include sustainable drainage
systems as part of new building design;



Improve water resilience of buildings by making them easier to repair and dry out



Revise peak flow assumptions for drainage systems



Develop a better understanding of the risk of water supply-demand deficits in the UK and its implications
for public water supply and food production



Encourage efficient use of water in homes and businesses through measures stabilising and decreasing per
capita water consumption, particularly in areas prone to water scarcity



Provide drought resilient planting and water retention as part of sustainable drainage



Demand management and strategic planning of water supply



Water efficiency and water saving systems (urinals, taps, showers; rainwater harvesting systems; grey /
black water recycling, water storage in basements)



Develop a programme of small and larger scale field testing of water re-use and recycling technologies for
residential buildings e.g. delivery of two grades of water into buildings



Understand trade off between cleaning wastewater to higher standards and energy required to do so in light
of commitments to reduce carbon



Design for extreme loads



Increase wind resistance for buildings



Design for subsidence and ground movements



Model future soil condition and its impact on cables, pipes and underground infrastructure
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Challenges and Research Priorities of the Construction Industry
Initial Findings

Theme 4: Resilience, safety, security, hazards
Main Challenges

Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Resilience, safety, security and hazards
Uncertainty of
future
requirements and
conditions

Increasing
reliance on
continuous
availability of
infrastructure
services

Interdependencies
of infrastructure
networks

Ageing
infrastructure
assets

Design semi-permanent
assets with enough
flexibility to meet future
and changing
requirements

Ensure urban resilience
and infrastructure
resilience to climate
change

Increasingly interdependent infrastructure
networks leading to
reduced resilience and
increased vulnerability to
hazards and systemic
failure

Maintain transport, water
and waste systems in the
face of growing demand
and ageing assets in
developed countries

Improve security of the
built environment
Increasing
security and safety
concerns

Design and construct infrastructure to be flexible, adaptable, easily upgraded or downgraded.



Design buildings flexibly, initially for one form of occupation, to be converted readily to alternative uses



Design urban systems for resilience and adaptability; adaptable buildings



Explore opportunities for incorporating biological processes and developments in nanotechnology in the
design and construction of dynamic or responsive structures



Adapt existing infrastructure to cope with changing climate patterns



Gather quantitative evidence of the impacts of climate change in the built environment; understand
possible adaptation options in the built environment and its infrastructure



Review design criteria and develop new guidance in response to climate change



Improve resilience of operational sites and supply chains through diversification of supply chains



Improve capability in operational risk management



Develop new methodologies and practical decision making tools for assessment of adaptation options



Develop robust risk-based adaptation strategies for use by decision makers and policy makers



Integrate smart technology into networks, distributed power systems and energy storage to improve
resilience



Transport planning, risk management and modelling for assessment of transport adaptation needs



Assess systemic risks and understand how failure in one area can result in problems in inter-connected
systems.



Improve the modelling of infrastructure systems and increase our understanding of the systematic
interaction of infrastructure sectors



Identify critical interdependencies that will impact on infrastructure investment needs



Understand interdependencies between sectors (e.g. water is essential for cooling power stations; energy is
essential for heating, ventilation and air conditioning) and opportunities for innovation and collaborative
planning and design of measures



Identify major cross-sector engineering challenges and decisions in future infrastructure



ICT sector contribution to risk management and control (e.g. monitoring vulnerable structures in transport
networks; power system control)



Understand how widespread use of IT and the move to electrification affects risk of critical failure



Maintain transport, water and waste systems



Renewal, rehabilitation, replacement, modernisation and sustainable management of transport and utilities
infrastructure networks to combat the effects of ageing and climate change



Understand the implication of longevity / design life of built assets for maintenance strategy, capital
investment the value of the stock and reliability, to make informed decisions when to build for long or
short design life and when to retain or replace built assets



Develop methods, materials and techniques for cost effective maintenance and life extension of existing
transport infrastructure



Facilitate the integration of infrastructure planning and management with spatial planning and other fields



Examine the interactive influence of scale (global, national, regional, local) for decisions within and
between infrastructure sectors and between public and private led initiatives (public transport vs private;
local power generation vs national grid; catchment management vs national water distribution)



Identify opportunities for multi-purpose operations such as water treatment with combined heat and power



Develop regimes for routine inspection and maintenance for infrastructure



Apply ICT to infrastructure networks to aid their planning, delivery and maintenance; collect real-time
data on infrastructure overload, environmental performance and safety to inform infrastructure
maintenance and upgrade decisions; understand potential of instrumentation and IT deployment for
whole-life monitoring of infrastructure projects beyond the construction works stage



Develop and use innovative durable materials in transport



Measures to design out crime



Design safer places



Determine how to deliver security of utiliy supply with minimum overhead cost



Improve reliability and resilience of infrastructure networks



Improve the use of IT infrastructure monitoring, emergency warning, and surveillance



Disaster response trends and disaster management



Improve emergency response to hazards particularly in places where there are limits to climate adaptation



Explore response options in the event of critical system failure including a better understanding of human
reactions



Examine interaction between maintaining standards of hazard management and maximising opportunities
for habitat creation and maintenance of biodiversity

Culture of health & safety
and liability
Provide secure supply of
energy, water and
transport

Increased
complexity and
variety of hazards



Increase community
resilience to impacts of
natural and man-made
hazards ( malicious
attacks and natural
disasters)
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Challenges and Research Priorities of the Construction Industry
Initial Findings

Theme 5: Climate change mitigation
Main Challenges

Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Climate change mitigation: Energy generation and supply
Ensure long term energy
security and reduce longterm UK dependence on
imported fossil fuels
Energy security
Moderate demand at peak
times and preserve supply
and demand balance

Decarbonisation
of the power
sector

Shift from conventional
fossil fuel energy
generation towards new
technologies (both large
scale and on-site in
buildings)
Renewable
Nuclear
CCS

Increase use of on-site
energy generation and
recovery

Efficiency of
energy
distribution, use
and recovery

Optimise engineering
systems within buildings
using IT advancements
(Smart buildings)



Revolution in energy generation mix (diversification of sources and reliance of on-site energy generation)



Greater energy interconnection with Europe and Ireland



Further private sector investment in liquefied natural gas terminals and gas storage to provide resilient gas
supplies



Understand trade-off between security of energy supply and reduction in CO2 emissions



Cater for intermittent character of renewable electricity generation through energy storage solutions (hydro and
pumped storage schemes) and adaptation of existing plants to play supportive role



Smart grid and smart meter technology to make homes and businesses intelligent parts of electricity network
enabling demand management



Wind: world-leading array of offshore wind turbines, major investment in DC cables and manufacturing
facilities at port sites and private sector investment in onshore wind turbines; new energy storage and load
balancing technologies are required)



Solar:



Tidal: economics depend on discount rate; potentially has environmental impacts



Biomass: the role of appropriate use of bioenergy needs to be determined, where transformation losses are
lower, e.g. heat, or alternative renewable sources are less likely to be available such as in aviation; expansion of
technologies such as anaerobic digestion to produce heating gas from sewage, industrial, commercial,
residential and farm waste



Nuclear: is cost competitive; main constraints are likely to be the feasible build rate which is limited by supply
of technically competent nuclear specialists and demanding regulatory frameworks; issue is long-term
sustainability of nuclear waste storage and affordable ways of dealing with the nuclear contamination legacy



CCS: will always be expensive, but needs to be developed rapidly through large scale demonstrations; technical
challenges for design of the power system related to introduction of low-carbon electricity based technologies



Continue research into wind, wave, tidal, solar, with emphasis on transformational improvements in components
and systems such as efficiency of offshore wind turbine foundations, materials and reliability of components,
ocean current and wave converter devices



Use less carbon intensive fuels such as solid recovered fuels



Renewable heat installations in homes



Alternative energy / heat technologies in buildings such as photo-voltaic, heat pumps, fuel cells;



Domestic and community-based decentralised electricity generation; distributed energy and heat



Understand how to provide more efficient and cheaper systems through solutions such as systems that cover
multiple buildings and building types (community solutions), economies of scale, product and process
innovation



Understand how best to utilise combination of energy solutions e.g. combination of centralised and distributed
energy solutions for housing developments; optimise energy supply solutions for buildings and districts



Develop robust and accurate modelling to understand implications of low-carbon heat and energy solutions
(heat pumps, biomass boilers, community CHP, solar and thermal installation) alongside energy conservation
measures



Recover low grade heat, for example from waste hot water



Develop products related to power distribution



How to lower the cost of the wide range of options for micro-generation of electricity



Smart building energy use metering and control



Buildings operating interactively with people, learning user behaviour and preferences, optimise the use of
power and heating



Develop products for lighting (more sophisticated lighting controls, DC lighting; raised lighting levels without
additional energy consumption)



Develop products for wiring and controls (whole house systems, and the interplay between technology and
consumer behaviour; switching appliances on and off; controlling speed of fans and motors; plug in display
wiring)



Research into systems-level approaches to managing and operating buildings to reduce CO2 emissions and
optimise energy use



Energy efficient cars synchronised with reductions in the carbon intensity of electricity generation
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Initial Findings

Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Climate change mitigation: Carbon in project design

Consider carbon
efficiency at concept
stage and factor wholelife carbon into appraisal
into feasibility studies

Carbon in
project
appraisal

Balance embodied /
capital and operational
carbon emission of
construction projects

Develop unified approach
to carbon accounting
(methods, discount rate,
carbon price)

Carbon in
construction
supply chain

Carbon
reductions
versus wider
performance

Reduce embodied carbon
of products and materials
used in construction

Compromise between the
wider performance
requirements and carbon
reductions



Factor whole-life (operational + embodied) CO2 into project appraisal and feasibility studies



Give greater prominence to CO2 reduction in the Environmental Impact Assessment



Prioritise carbon reduction of whole-life carbon emissions in design and construction of infrastructure



Understand whether carbon reduction targets are achieved on current infrastructure projects



Make key decisions related to carbon reduction at the concept stage, using integrated approach to the evaluation of
options and performance (Carbon consideration currently takes place by choosing ‘least bad’ construction option)



Develop models to support the evaluation of optimal infrastructure solutions at concept in terms of whole-life carbon.



Envisage optimal conceptual infrastructure solutions facilitating carbon reduction (e.g. designing flatter roads)



Develop quantifiable measures for the assessment of the sustainability of infrastructure at concept stage.



Understand 'where is carbon?' How energy is consumed in different building types, in different forms of construction,
for different building types? What are the benchmarks?



Challenge current design and construction practices and assess whether design codes or regulations need to change
where they perversely increase capital carbon without proportionate benefits



Avoid situations where low operational emissions are due to uneconomically raised embodied emissions



Set appropriate lifespan of projects: What lifetime of project should be assumed? What assumptions should be made
about treatment of material at the 'end of life'



Gather data for typical infrastructure projects across the sectors, comparing capital and operational carbon, understand
amount of carbon used in each of the infrastructure areas, seek potential for balancing cap-carb and op-carb at concept
stage and seek potential for whole-life carbon reduction



Develop practical, workable definition of zero-carbon



Develop a standard method for measuring embodied / capital carbon for use as a design tool and for the purpose of
scheme appraisal.



Agree schedule of data needs, method and programme for collecting, analysing and disseminating carbon accounting
data (especially whole-life accounting) for the transition to low-CO2 built environment



Understand how much lower should discount rate for carbon in consideration of infrastructure project should than for
other types of construction projects due to long life of infrastructure assets



Develop methodology for rigorous whole-life carbon estimation and include it in codes and standards (unified
approach to carbon accounting in line with European Standards)



Develop unified framework and boundaries for analysis underpinning tools and methodologies used for carbon
assessment to avoid conflicting advice given by those currently available and for results to become transferrable



Review carbon accounting principles of HM Treasury



Decarbonise business of companies in the wider construction industry



Set up a construction-specific accreditation scheme for companies committed to improving their environmental
credentials



Gather reliable data about materials and product footprints, product life and carbon traded by suppliers



Develop clear labelling of construction products with verified data on their embodied carbon, energy performance and
environmental standards



Develop new low carbon products and services and logistics to deliver them at scale



Change the process of material production to reduce energy use, apply new technologies to reduce emissions (e.g.
CCS in cement and steel)



Re-use and re-cycle materials. Investigate the opportunities and barriers for the use of recycled elements, and use of
waste or by-products like steel slag



Develop products related to recycling, and low carbon material handling options and construction waste



Drive local production and use to reduce carbon footprint



Gather reliable data about sequestered carbon in timber



Weighing of carbon reduction and energy efficiency against other purposes for which buildings are commissioned



Understand where margins included in infrastructure design (e.g. safety factors) are leading to unnecessary material
use and over-engineering;



Adopt new safety paradigm with increased requirement for testing and rigorous failure mode analysis but increased
tolerance for damage due to extreme events



Understand the opportunities for carbon reduction through better engineering (better, tighter design, engineering
standards, specifications and measurement)
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Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Climate change mitigation: Decarbonising economy through built environment

Low-carbon
infrastructure

Develop broad vision, long-term planning and policy for future shape of infrastructure needed, to meet carbon targets
and long term infrastructure policy for carbon reduction



Establish and use a common set of planning assumptions, e.g. economic growth forecasts, population growth
forecasts, impacts of climate change



Change planning and delivery of infrastructure to adopt a systems approach to carbon reduction from integrated
infrastructure solutions (e.g. road on top of embankment)



Transport Understand trade-off between reduction in transport CO2 impacts and freedom of dispersed travel choices.
Decarbonisation of the car fleet (improving fuel efficiency of conventional engines and increased use of sustainable
first generation biofuels, progressive introduction of new technologies such as electric cars, plug in hybrids and
hydrogen vehicles, and second generation biofuels). Investments in recharging infrastructure for electric vehicles.
Improvements in battery technologies. Apply demand side measures - changed driver behaviour, modal shift, better
journey planning. Understand the optimum use and implications of energy regeneration in transport and its
applications.



Heat sector Shift to renewable heat generation: increased use of biomass in boilers and CHP, air exchange and
ground source heat pumps, and modern electric storage heating



Waste Divert biodegradable waste from landfill to prevent methane generation; energy recovery from waste where
possible with combined heat and power



Water Improve understanding of the links between the water treatment process and carbon recycling



Improved passive techniques, insulation, glazing, HVAC systems, (details below)



Implement sealing buildings / sealing with degree of air tightness; understand potential detrimental effects for air
quality, occupant comfort and consequences to health



Stimulate consumer demand through a framework of incentives, interventions, via carbon price, taxes, subsidies; and
regulation



Understand appropriateness / feasibility of different fiscal incentives to overcome inertia and low customer awareness
of energy efficiency in domestic buildings



Understand how incentives interact with decisions made by owner, occupier, property investors and tenants to build
low-CO2 buildings and use them more efficiently.



Investigate willingness to pay - understand how the market values low-carbon buildings (or energy efficiency in
general), today and in the interest of future proofing; evidence of rental / sale value attached to energy efficiency



Introduce minimum standards for existing buildings by mandating Energy Performance Certificate ratings for all nondomestic buildings



Develop practical phased packages for domestic building energy efficiency improvements; carry out technical
analysis of current house types and devise appropriate treatments for different forms of construction of existing
housing



Provide industry with confidence that market failure will be addressed to provide incentives for carbon reduction



Understand trade-offs between capital expenditure and whole-life building energy consumption;



Estimation of upfront and whole life costs and of the impact of quality on building performance.



New mechanisms for alignment of costs and benefits between landlords and tenants; leases to require both parties to
take responsibility for energy efficiency



Management of energy use in buildings (currently in residential and commercial sectors energy costs are small
proportion of total costs)



Need for policy requirement for landlords and tenants to agree an Energy Management Plan for their buildings to
accompany Display Energy Certificate



Develop methodologies for testing the anticipated performance of design propositions capable of showing benefits of
application of new products; currently calculation tools (SAP, S-BEM) are based on established systems - new
products and systems are not incorporated.



Improve skills in building engineering physics and performance modelling, in particular modelling physical attributes
such as solar gain and cooling loads



Understand how new homes will perform, especially with inter-related issues of summer overheating, air-tightness
and indoor air quality



Develop more rigorous estimates of energy performance based on real situations and incorporate this into models.



Ongoing monitoring of new-build and retrofitted properties to assess the actual performance of measures against
modelled predictions



Monitor post-occupancy performance as a formal structured part of procurement process as a verification of predicted
value / design criteria



Develop building rating systems with clear focus on energy, that measure both the design performance of building and
its actual operational use



Gather data on the carbon performance of buildings and understand level of non-compliance and its impact on carbon
emissions; review compliance mechanisms



Measure and display building energy consumption; use Display Energy Certificate as benchmark and to create
awareness; publicise energy data contained within DEC; review benchmarks used to calculate DEC ratings to ensure
they are consistent and robust and effectively differentiate on energy performance of buildings of different types



Consistent, comparable protocols and formats of building performance data



Establish how exactly zero-carbon performance is to be defined and how far the use of renewable energy is to be
taken into account in the assessment of performance

Delivery of infrastructure
that supports the creation
of a low carbon economy

Improve energy efficiency
of buildings (commercial
+ domestic) through
measures and products

Lack of market demand
(commercial + domestic)
for low-carbon new-build
and retrofit, hindering
supply chain innovation
in low-carbon products
and services

Preference to minimise
upfront cost resulting in
increase in whole-life
energy performance

Low-carbon
buildings



Lack of clear
responsibility for energy
efficiency of nondomestic buildings.

Close gap between
predicted and actual
performance of buildings:
Improved modelling

Close gap between
predicted and actual
performance of buildings:
Monitoring

Passive design Passive design optimising heat / cooling flows making best use of external climate; increase use of passive techniques; shading, high thermal mass designs, increased cooling loads,
right lightweight or heavyweight thermal fabric, free cooling, slab cooling, evaporative cooling, ground cooling, chilled ceiling beams, cool roofs reflecting sunlight; 'Smart coatings' reflecting heat;
improved air tightness, Fabric products (excluding glazing) increasing air-tightness; reducing cold bridging such as thermal break wall ties;
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Insulation Improved insulation (including loft wall insulation, phase change insulation materials), Utra-high performance easily applied isolative coating for solid walls, internal and external, system
solutions for apartment blocks and engineered solutions that can be deployed in high volumes with limited failures; New types of insulation materials, particularly for solid wall retrofit, and heat
storage technologies to take advantage of solar-thermal heat opportunities; Increasing insulation performance, including carbon negative walling materials and products for “hard to treat” buildings
(e.g. aesthetically acceptable external insulation). Gel insurants; Internal clay blocks
Glazing double / triple window glazing, Products for glazing (effective shading, energy efficient windows such as passivhaus standard; Specialist glass and coatings);
HVAC Low-carbon HVAC / energy systems / controllable ventilation; natural ventilation; heat recovery and microgeneration systems; adequate sizing of HVAC plant and equipment in buildings;
Products for heating / hot water that provide comfort whilst reducing heating load (or not adding to peak load), in combination with the right thermal fabric; Energy efficient operation of buildings and
machinery to reduce heat gain in buildings; Use of more efficient appliances, turning appliances off and using less air conditioning

13

Theme 6: Value and wellbeing

Main Challenges

Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Value and wellbeing

Tradition of procurement for
minimisation of cost with
minimal attention to value
created over the lifetime of an
asset
Clients struggling to articulate
what value means to them

Cost versus
value

Achieve good design
Built environment providing
value to end-users, supporting
productivity and wellbeing;
Buildings integrated with
their environment and
neighbourhood

Integrate planning, design,
construction and operation of
built facilities.



Adopt broader vision of the industry embracing the whole, complex picture of how people can interact
sustainably with the environment to maximise health, wealth and happiness.



Understand impact of construction on quality of life, wider community and role of built environment in
creating sustainable communities.



Convert criteria for value into standards, outcome-based specifications and clear performance criteria



Set clear criteria for the way a built asset delivers value in service; use benchmarking and feedback from
previous projects



Develop a vocabulary of value, a common language for discussion of the subject in the built environment,
this should include a dictionary of ‘intangibles’ and ways of measuring them.



Create a toolset to support customer business case-making on a value basis; this would include tools for
estates professionals to value intangibles, probably drawing on brand valuation techniques.



Projects fit for purpose (client and occupant needs), resource efficient, sustainable, resilient, adaptable and
attractive, contributing to physical and mental health, wellbeing, social relationships, reduced crime,
higher productivity



Focus on the customer providing a product that the customer wants at a price which reflects its value



Greater need to understand customer business activity and align offer to client expectations



Understand the impact of good / bad design on the built environment and on the value of built assets in
relation to both new works and the existing stock.



Understand relationships between buildings, infrastructure and human wellbeing; interaction of people
with environment and buildings



Understand relationship between achieving sustainability / good design and competitiveness / productivity
issues



Create a model of the built environment as a component of the whole UK economy, integrating property
and facility management with construction.



Study value in the urban context, revealing the links between quality in the public realm and demand for
healthcare, social services and justice system services; the positive effects of landmark quality projects
should also be studied.



Carry out ‘bottom-up’ studies of value creation and destruction in the key sectors of healthcare, education
and office work, relating benefits to sacrifices



Address interaction of civil engineering with communities and the way in which societal aspirations will
influence future civil engineering projects



Understand diversity in communities; multiculturalism; symbolic and social meaning of built environment



Positive engagement of local communities in construction projects - explore opportunities to better
involve communities in the design and construction process



Optimise indoor environment for occupant health providing a degree of energy autonomy through
daylighting, high insulation, renewable energy harvesting or on-site generation



Provide floorplates which support socially effective circulation, the most useful organisational patterns
and amenities to optimise staff interaction



Understand how value is created over the whole lifecycle of an asset and cost arising from requirement for
life-long maintenance or future upgrade



Designing for ease of security, cleaning and maintenance access



Design projecting an image which supports the occupier’s and owner’s corporate responsibility stances
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Challenges and Research Priorities of the Construction Industry
Initial Findings

Theme 7: Industry
Main Challenges

Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Industry: Capability

Reputation and
status

Low profile and poor industry
brand.

-

-

Dropping numbers of
engineering students
New skills required in
response to new
challenges and
modernised industry
recession-related
downsizing

Failure to develop talent within
the industry and departure of
talent both overseas and to other
industries.
Fragmentation of disciplines
and narrow degree courses
prevent holistic thinking and
perpetuate fragmented industry
model

Lack of a clear mission,
purpose or vision

Leadership

Need to improve the image of the industry to attract the right calibre of employees



Adopt and promote a broader vision of the industry based on its contribution to quality of life and
creating sustainable communities and integrated neighbourhoods

Failing to attract enough
talented people into the industry

Skills shortage

Skills



Fragmentation of industry
structure and lack of unified
voice of the industry - too many
industry bodies and sector skills
councils impeding a broader
and strategic understanding of
built environment and
cooperation the Government.

Improve construction project
management capability



Improve image through corporate social responsibility



Leadership to communicate vision and engage employees to think about the value of their input



Build skills and capacity required to support modernised industry and in response to current drivers such
as CO2 agenda (changes to construction methods, from design and planning of new buildings and
infrastructure to the materials, products, processes in use, and maintenance and management of the
existing assets)



Develop a single strategic view on future skills needs in the light of changing skills landscape and
collaboration and integration of professions, trades and products and materials industry



Assess the industry skills and ability to deliver; establish changes required to education and to
professional practice to allow transition to low-carbon economy



Improve graduate development programmes and leadership training at all levels of the industry,
particularly for junior leaders and supervisors



Set out the learning and skills agenda for professionals in all areas of the built environment, to inform
employers, educators and the relevant Learning and Skills Councils



Facilitate high-profile generalist construction qualification



Develop students to think holistically about how we create integrated built asset solutions,



Formulate mission based on a strong ethical stance, for the contribution industry makes to society



Promote how the built environment contributes to the UK's long-term prosperity and to achieving a
sustainable low carbon economy



Supply side leadership in demonstrating added value; demonstrate how it can create additional
economic, social and environmental value through innovation, collaboration and integrated working



Form a single, coherent voice for the industry to prevent dilution of key messages from different
industry bodies or contradictory messages



Unified voice of the industry - Close cooperation between Government and the Industry



Industry to inform government policy by practical propositions and by full knowledge of the capacity of
the industry



Develop future generation of leaders



Improve management and supervisory skills at all levels

New skills and competencies required: Design management; Production planning, assembly and installation management; Specialist project finance; Specialist legal advice; Risk assessment and
management; Safety management; Supply chain management; Procurement and logistics; Instrumentation and control systems; Non-destructive testing; Facilities management; Energy management;
Water management; Building physic; materials science; contaminated land engineering; geotechnical engineering; structural engineering; facade engineering and design; mechanical and electrical
engineering; heating, ventilation and air-conditioning; manufacturing engineering; wind, seismic and vibration engineering; fire engineering; lighting design; acoustical engineering; simulation and
modelling; computational fluid dynamics; IT systems and data management; documentation control; machinery operation and maintenance; Environmental planning; Transport planning; Space
planning, syntax and changing working patterns; business analysis; dynamics and complex systems analysis; building economics and life-cycle analysis; Team building co-locating and concurrent
engineering; partnering and supply chain management; interdisciplinary skills to integrate engineering and social science expertise; Understanding users and regulatory frameworks; Delivery if
integrated products and services; Research and up-skilling required in solid wall insulation, renewable power / micro-generation (PV, Solar, Biomass), ventilation, controls and integrated systems,
lighting systems, general building and fabric to enable new products coming to market (e.g. recoverable heating technologies); Up-skilling the supply chain in cavities and lofts insulation, windows,
boilers and heating (transition from gas to electric)
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Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Industry: Procurement


Encourage standardisation rather than bespoke design setting clear criteria for asset performance



Design projects for ease of construction making max use of standard components and processes



Offsite fabrication, increased use of pre-manufactured components, intelligent use of standardisation
and mass customisation



Research into prefabrication and scope for prefabricated solutions where there is a need for large
number of similar facilities for formally independent clients but in the same policy area



Consider facilities management and operational integration at the design stage



Early involvement of supply chain to deliver best possible solutions in terms of design, buildability,
environmental performance and sustainable development

Lack of an integrated project
delivery resulting in suboptimal solutions



Clients brief to concentrate on required performance and outcome; designers and constructors work
together to develop an integrated solution that best meets the required outcome



Early involvement of contractor: contractors engage key members of their supply chain in the design
process where their contribution creates value

Clients unaware of the potential
value that integrated supply
chains (designer, contractor and
facilities management) can
bring, and fail to engage them.



Value for money and competitive tension are maintained by effective price benchmarking and cost
targeting, by knowing what projects should cost, rather than through lump sum tenders based on
inadequate documentation;



Improve understanding of construction process re-engineering, industry performance improvement,
integration of technology / management



Regulation in infrastructure sector produced good examples of integration that is sought more widely in
construction



Increase integration of supply chain from design to operation; define gains from an integrated supply
chain



Working with fewer suppliers in a more settled supply chain through creation of frameworks



Engage supply chains on a serial order basis of sufficient scale and duration to incentivise research and
innovation around a standardised (or mass customised) product



More business drivers for supply chain to improve and deliver meaningful change. Supply chain prefers
stable unexciting returns and sees changes as 'too difficult'



Partnering supply chain (to drive innovation and performance improvement with opportunity to share
reward)



Adopt new business models that promote collaboration e.g. use of integrated project insurance



Include protection mechanisms in contracts to facilitate culture change. Define how client's position
would be protected against cost increases that could result from the lack of competitive tension; define
how architects position can be protected against subordinating principles of good design to ease an
economy of construction that could result from tier one contractors' excessive influence



Understand enablers of culture change



Develop concepts for value-based reward of supply side participants, intended to align motives with
those of customers, releasing reward when value targets are met or exceeded.



Use of standard forms of contract; use of standard prequalificaiton form; adjust contracts to suit modern
industry practices



Complete families of interlocking contract documents should be prepared and used



Lists of consultants and contractors should be kept and developed into quality registers



Industry to define and clients to develop core skills in project delivery



Governance, appropriate skills and clear accountability for commissioning and delivery



The low impact of construction costs and outcomes on the client's business case makes construction
low-priority to client's in some sectors



Client leadership required in adopting value-based rather than cost-based procurement (competitive
tendering should be replaced with long term relationships based on clear measurement of performance
and sustained improvements in quality and efficiency)



Government as client's leadership in setting example. Reform of public procurement through
Government's Construction Strategy



Clients to reward suppliers who can deliver long-term sustainable solutions

Improve product development
Modernisation

Integrated
procurement

Use standardised components
and pre-assembly rather than
bespoke design

Lack of stable supply chain

Adversarial working practices
and cultural resistance against
partnering due to issues of trust
and respect

Collaborative
procurement

Contractors' mindset is to
procure in order to pass risk
down the supply chain, rather
than to draw up opportunities to
create value by working as an
integrated team

Many forms of contract and
bespoke contracts

Client teams with insufficient
skills to drive innovative
procurement

Client
Lack of client leadership
towards better construction
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Impact

Example Responses

Urgency

Industry: Performance

Quality

Predictability

Cost

Low quality of final product

Improve time and cost
predictability

Reduce whole-life project cost
(construction cost one of the
highest in Europe)

Eliminate waste, inefficiency
and over specification

Productivity /
efficiency
Utilise IT as an enabler of better
performance and improve
adoption of IT in the
construction industry

Improve technical and
functional performance of
construction workers



Incentives for quality; penalties for poor quality



Provide incentive to raise quality standards through PFIs where contractor has continued interest in the
operation of the asset



Remunerate contractors in a way that incentivises them to deliver good quality construction on time and
to budget



New arrangements for design review and construction to incentivize good quality and impose penalties
for poor quality housing



Deploy benchmarking and continuous improvement



Improve production and logistics of construction components to eliminate waste and ensure timely
delivery of products



Client business models focused on short-term gain,



Dissatisfied clients increase customer focus



Improve UK planning system to bring down construction cost, improve quality of data to inform
decision taking, initiate programmes to look at cross-sectoral interdependencies, resilience and
engineering innovation that could drive the cost down



Simplify regulatory environment



Improve efficiency of procurement especially in infrastructure - the widespread growth of partnering
and subsequently collaborative working could achieve 30% cost reduction within five years



Test whether alternative approaches to procurement of integrated teams can deliver zero-carbon
buildings for no more than those built only to Building Regulations?



More time given to planning before construction (getting construction sequence right, risk assessment,
management of supplies)



Process improvement, lean thinking, value engineering



Adopt modern methods of construction



Eliminate frequent change and design variations - impose design freeze at the start of the project and
rigorously adhere to it.



Apply waste hierarchy: reduce amount of waste produced, maximise reuse and recycling and recover
energy from residual waste, landfill used as a last resort



Reduction of construction, demolition and excavation waste to landfill



Integrated teams, collaborative working through BIM



Adopt BIM to reduce error and unnecessary design variations, cut out layers of waste, and reduce cost
of information exchange in the supply chain



Develop skills and capabilities in BIM, and standard (compatible) systems / interface control and
protocols



Identify when use of BIM is appropriate in terms of the type or scale of project, what are the barriers to
widespread take up, how to avoid chaos in virtual teams and develop an outline protocol for future ways
of working



Identify trial projects to achieve delivery via 3D fully collaborative BIM



Improve understanding of: Process integration using IT, IT systems (embedded systems, ubiquitous
computing, e-business), Simulation and virtual reality, Facilities management and facility automation



More productive and engaged construction sector workforce



Employment, skills and training issues and on Improving Safety and Security within the Construction
Sector
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7
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60
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2003
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